
Fairy Folk
A short RPG for ages 4-7 by Jess Charle ● Approx playing time: 30 mins - 1 hour ● Suggested
for 1-3 kids.

Pick what type of character you’d like to play:

Royalty (princess, prince, king, or queen) (advantage on smart rolls (so roll twice and pick the
larger number))
Knight (advantage on strong rolls)
Jester (advantage on funny rolls)
Wizard (advantage on magic rolls)

Pick your companion:

This can be a pet or a friend that the GM (game master) controls. The companion cannot
perform rolls but can help if the player is stuck or frustrated.

Examples include a unicorn, a dog or a cat, etc.

Write it down!

What is the name of your character?________________________

What type of character did you pick?________________________

What is your character’s favorite movie?________________________

What is your character wearing?________________________

What is your character’s companion?________________________

What is your companion’s name?________________________

What does your companion look like?________________________

Note for adults running the game:
This game acts like a choose-your-own-adventure game with dice rolls. To play the game,
simply read the non-italicized parts of the story out loud to your player(s). Italicized parts are to
be read to yourself. Rolls are bolded. This means your player(s) will need to roll here. There are
three types of rolls in this game: smart, strong, funny, and magic. When a roll comes up in the
game, have the player(s) roll a 6-sided die. If they have an advantage due to the type of



character they choose, have them roll twice and pick the larger number. Pick the appropriate
action based on the roll, and read the non-italicized text.

If your player(s) want to do something not written below and you feel comfortable improvising,
feel free!  Otherwise, encourage them to follow the options in the text.

The Game:
The fairy folk need your help! They depend on flowers for their magic but all the flowers in the
woods are dying! They don’t know why. It’s up to you to figure out what's wrong with the flowers
and to fix it.

You start your adventure walking towards the fairy folk kingdom high in the trees. The fairy folk
are very small creatures who fly, so their kingdom is very small and high above your head. From
here you can visit the Fairy Queen, the Forest Witch, or the Flower Patch. Go to the appropriate
section below:

The Fairy Queen

Moon, the Fairy Queen, lives in the fairy castle. The castle is at the top of the highest tree. You
can either climb the tree, or you can try to transport yourself there using magic!

Climb the Tree
Make a strong roll to see if you can climb the tree!

Roll 1-3 - Oh no, you try to climb the tree but your hands are too sweaty! You keep sliding down
the tree trunk. You’ll need to call out for help to see if the queen can hear you. Have the
player(s) call out Moon’s name to see if she can hear them. When Moon hears them, she’ll let
down a rope ladder that the player can climb. Go to the Castle section below.

Roll 4-6 - You climb the tree super well and make it up all the way to the top! Go to the Castle
section below.

Use Magic
Make a magic roll to see if you can transport yourself to the top of the tree!

Roll 1-3 - Oh no, you try to use your magic but you’re only able to transport yourself a few feet
up! You’ll need to call out for help to see if the queen can hear you. Have the player(s) call out
Moon’s name to see if she can hear them. When Moon hears them, she’ll let down a rope ladder
that the player can climb. Go to the Castle section below.

Roll 4-6 - You magically appear in front of the fairy castle! Go to the Castle section below.



Castle

At the top of the tree is a tiny castle, the size of a dollhouse. A beautiful Fairy Queen wearing a
long green gown greets you at the door. (Suggested voice - high pitched! Think tiny!) “Hello,
character name(s)! I heard you were coming to help us! Thank you so much! I’d invite you in for
some cookies and milk, but you’re much too big to fit through the door! The fairy folk are in your
debt! Here, I have something that may help you.”

Moon hands you a cookie and a magic magnifying glass. “There you are!” She says, smiling
warmly. “The magnifying glass lets you see invisible things! The cookie isn’t magical, but it is
delicious!”

You take the magic magnifying glass and say goodbye to Moon.

The Forest Witch

Willow, the Forest Witch, lives in a small hut in the woods. The hut is in the middle of a super
muddy bog! It’s far too muddy for you to cross without getting stuck! There are two ways to get
across: you can cross a rickety old bridge over the mud, or you see a giant mud turtle who may
be convinced to carry you across! Which one do you choose?

Rickety Bridge
You begin to cross the bridge when you step on a wood plank and it snaps beneath you! Make a
smart roll to try to figure out what to do!

Roll 1-3 - Oh no! Your foot slips and you fall into the mud! You try to climb back to your feet but
you’re stuck! Make a strong roll to get free.

Roll 1-3 - you get out of the mud but you’re covered head to foot! You’ll need to ask
Willow for a towel when you see her! You climb back onto the bridge and continue
onward to the hut. Go to The Hut section below.

Roll 4-6 - you get out of the mud, only a little muddy. You climb back onto the bridge and
continue onward to the hut. Go to The Hut section below.

Roll 4-6 - You see a stable wood plank up ahead and jump to it! Safely over the weak part of the
bridge, you continue onward to the hut. Go to The Hut section below.

Mud Turtle
You approach the giant mud turtle. He looks at you suspiciously. Make a funny roll to try and
befriend him!



Roll 1-3 - Oh no, he doesn’t laugh at your joke! He won’t let you get on his back. You’ll need to
cross the Rickety Bridge! Go to the Rickety Bridge section above.

Roll 4-6 - The turtle laughs loudly at your joke and offers you a ride across the mud! You climb
on his rough bumpy back and off you go towards the hut. Go to The Hut section below.

The Hut

You get to the hut and a tall woman with skin like the bark of a tree and hair-like vines greets
you at the door. (Suggested voice - deep, raspy, and slow) “Hello, character name(s)! I foresaw
that you would visit me! Come in and have a cup of tea!”

You enter the hut, which is warm and cozy. There’s a fire at the far side of the hut and two large
comfy looking chairs. The room smells slightly like dirt but is otherwise pleasant. Willow gives
you a warm cup of very brown tea. Make a funny roll!

Roll 1-3 - You take a large gulp of tea before you realize it’s mud! You cough and Willow laughs,
“oh my, apologies! I forgot humans don’t like mud tea!”

Roll 4-6 - You go to take a sip but before the liquid touches your lips, you realize it’s mud and
laugh! You stop yourself just in time and put the teacup down.

Willow sits down beside you, “you’re here to figure out why the fairy folk’s flowers are dying,
correct?” Allow the player(s) to answer. “Ah yes, well I do not know what is happening, but here,
take this.” Willow hands you an old iron key. “I found this in the woods near the Flower Patch the
other day. I have a feeling it might be useful.”

Flower Patch
You walk into a large clearing in the woods, filled with flowers. However, instead of the bright
colorful flowers, you’re used to seeing here, the flowers all look wilted and grey! A bright green
lizard is sunning himself on a rock nearby. Make a magic roll.

Roll 1-3 - There’s something wrong with the flowers, but you don’t know what to do! Make a
smart roll.

Roll 1-3 - You think and think but nothing comes to you. Maybe you should ask that
green lizard if he knows anything.

The green lizard looks up at you and asks if you need any help. Allow the player(s) to
answer. The green lizard thinks to himself. “You know, I woke up last night and saw a
suspicious-looking person walking around here last night. But then he suddenly
disappeared!”



If the player(s) don’t have the magnifying glass, suggest that they visit the Fairy Queen
to see if she can help.

If the player(s) have the magnifying glass, suggest they use it here. Go to the Magnifying
Glass section below.

Roll 4-6 - You think and think and suddenly it occurs to you that maybe there’s
something here that’s hidden from you!

If the player(s) don’t have the magnifying glass, suggest that they visit the Fairy Queen
to see if she can help.

If the player(s) have the magnifying glass, suggest they use it here. Go to the Magnifying
Glass section below.

Roll 4-6 - You can sense that there’s something here you can’t see!

If the player(s) don’t have the magnifying glass, suggest that they visit the Fairy Queen to see if
she can help.

If the player(s) have the magnifying glass, suggest they use it here. Go to the Magnifying Glass
section below.

The Magnifying Glass
You look through the magical magnifying glass and see a large stone door set into the ground
by your feet! You try to open it but it’s locked! You need a key!

If the player(s) don’t have the old iron key, suggest that they visit the Forest Witch to see if she
can help.

If the player(s) have the old iron key, suggest they use it here. Go to the Iron Key section below.

The Old Iron Key
You take the key Willow gave you and unlock the magic door. It opens, revealing a dark tunnel
below the flowers. It’s dark and scary! You hesitate to enter when the green lizard speaks up
beside you!

“Don’t worry, I can help you!” He says. He begins to glow with a magical light, “My name is Iggy
and I can light the way for you!”

Where should you keep the lizard? You can put him on your shoulder or hold him in your hand
(you can even put him on your head!).



You walk into the tunnel, now illuminated by the glowing lizard. Large mushrooms line the tunnel
walls. Some are as small as a thumbtack while others are almost as large as your fist. The
tunnel winds deeper into the ground before opening up into a large cavern filled with
mushrooms. A mushroom the size of a car sits in the middle of the room.

You can choose which roll you want to make here! Make a smart, strong, funny, OR magic
roll.

Smart roll results:

Roll 1-3 - You call out “hello?” but nothing happens. Besides all these mushrooms, the room
appears to be empty. Iggy whispers to you, “I don’t think we’re alone. Maybe you should use
your magnifying glass again?” You look through the magnifying glass and see that the giant
mushroom in front of you actually has two eyes, a mouth, and legs! Go to The Magic Fungus
section below.

Roll 4-6 - You call out “hello?” and for a moment, nothing happens. Then, suddenly, you hear a
deep voice say “hello” back. You realize the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two
eyes, a mouth, and legs and he’s now talking to you! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Strong roll results:
Roll 1-3 - You kick at the giant mushroom in front of you, but nothing happens. Iggy whispers to
you, “I don’t think we’re alone. Maybe you should use your magnifying glass again?” You look
through the magnifying glass and see that the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two
eyes, a mouth, and legs! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Roll 4-6 - You kick at the giant mushroom in front of you and someone yells, “ow! Hey, that hurt!
Stop it! How RUDE!” You realize the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two eyes, a
mouth, and legs and he’s now talking to you! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Funny roll results:

Roll 1-3 - You make a joke to Iggy. Iggy’s laugh fills the room for a moment before fading again
into silence. Besides all these mushrooms, the room appears to be empty. Iggy whispers to you,
“I don’t think we’re alone. Maybe you should use your magnifying glass again?” You look
through the magnifying glass and see that the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two
eyes, a mouth, and legs! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Roll 4-6 - You make a joke to Iggy. A large laugh that doesn’t belong to you or Iggy fills the
room. You realize the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two eyes, a mouth, and legs
and he’s laughing! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Magic roll results:



Roll 1-3 - You try to sense if there’s anything magical down here but you feel nothing. Iggy
whispers to you, “I don’t think we’re alone. Maybe you should use your magnifying glass again?”
You look through the magnifying glass and see that the giant mushroom in front of you actually
has two eyes, a mouth, and legs! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

Roll 4-6 - You try to sense if there’s anything magical down here. At first, you don’t feel much
before you focus your magical energy on the giant mushroom in front of you. You can feel that
it’s a magical mushroom! You realize the giant mushroom in front of you actually has two eyes,
a mouth, and legs! Go to The Magic Fungus section below.

The Magic Fungus

Suggested voice - pompous masculine voice. “I am the Magic Fungus, Malikay! Who goes
there?”

Allow the player(s) to answer. “Hello, character(s) name. What do you want? Why are you in my
magic lair?” Allow the player(s) to answer. If they’re unsure what to do, suggest they explain to
Malikay that the flowers above them are dying. “Oh yes, I am aware.” He gestures to all the
mushrooms around him, “you see, my children need the nutrients in this ground. Once they
have drained it, we will leave and go somewhere else. But unfortunately, nothing else will be
able to grow here for a hundred years after we’re gone!”

Oh no! That’s terrible! Without the flowers, the fairies won’t have any magic! What are you going
to do?

Make a smart roll to try to convince Malikay to leave.
Make a strong roll to try to push Malikay.
Or Make a magic roll to try and transport Malikay far away.

Smart roll results:

Roll 1-5 - your argument falls on deaf ears! Malikay refuses to leave! Try another roll. You can
only try each roll once. If you’ve already tried all three rolls, go to the Helpful Friends section
below.

Roll 6 - your argument is very convincing! Malikay nods solemnly. “I am sorry to have caused so
much distress! My family and I will leave this instance!” Go to The End section below.

Strong roll results:

Roll 1-5 - you try to push Malikay, but he doesn’t budge! Try another roll. You can only try each
roll once. If you’ve already tried all three rolls, go to the Helpful Friends section below.



Roll 6 - you push Malikay and he falls to the ground! “Ow! He cries, “That wasn’t very nice! I’m
leaving, there are far too many rude people here for me to stick around!” Go to The End section
below.

Magic roll results:

Roll 1-5 - you try to transport Malikay far away, but your magic isn’t strong enough! Try another
roll. You can only try each roll once. If you’ve already tried all three rolls, go to the Helpful
Friends section below.

Roll 6 - you focus your magic on Malikay and he begins to disappear. “Hey, what’s going on!?
This isn’t fair! Stop it!” Go to The End section below.

Helpful Friends
You’ve tried everything you can think of to get rid of Malikay, but nothing works! You can feel
yourself getting frustrated when suddenly, there’s a noise beside you. You turn and see Moon
and Willow! They’re here to help! Have your player select one of the rolls to redo (Smart, Strong,
or Magic), but this time, it’s an automatic success! Read the “Roll 6” text above for whichever
roll your player(s) pick.

The End
Malikay and all the other mushrooms vanish from the cave! You did it, you saved the Fairy Folk!
Moon and Willow throw you a party to thank you! There are lots of cookies for all. Willow offers
you a cup of mud tea. Have the player(s) tell Willow ‘No, thank you!”

Thank you for playing Fairy Folk!


